1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Eye loss triggers a neocortical reorganization that renders the former visual cortex responsive to somatosensory and auditory information, while promoting the expansion of the primary somatosensory (S1) and auditory cortices \[reviewed in ([@bib0020]); also in ([@bib0140])\]. Even though this type of brain functional morphological reorganization across sensory modalities may occur throughout life, its magnitude is time sensitive, being much greater when eye loss occurs at the earliest years of life while neuronal circuits are being assembled ([@bib0020]; [@bib0140]). Up to date, we know a great deal on the phenomenological bases of cross-modal plasticity prompted by eye loss. In contrast, our understanding on the mechanisms underlying it is still fragmented ([@bib0140]).

Bilateral eye enucleation at birth in rodents has been a premier experimental unit to explore the cellular and molecular underpinnings underlying developmental cross modal plasticity. In particular, previous accounts presumed that incremental increases of the levels of evoked neuronal activity along the somatosensory pathway, throughout postnatal development, would lead to S1 expansion in birth-enucleated (BE) mice and rats ([@bib0215]; [@bib0285]). [@bib0055], nonetheless, first ruled out this long held presumption, and then advanced the hypothesis that S1 expansion rapidly progresses during the first days of life following enucleation after the precocious specification of the S1 and the overgrowth of the somatosensory thalamo-cortical afferents (STCAs). In addition, [@bib0055] revealed that S1 expansion in BE rats is prevented after administering valproic acid, a fatty acid that seems to dampen the activity voltage-gated sodium channels ([@bib0165]; [@bib0295]), promotes GABAergic neuronal differentiation ([@bib0105]), increases GABA levels \[([@bib0125]; [@bib0220]); although see ([@bib0260])\] and inhibits histone deacetylases activity ([@bib0185]). In conjunction, these observations suggest that epigenetic mechanisms governing the timing of S1 specification and the rate and pattern of STCAs growth, likely by shifting patterns of spontaneous activity and local GABAergic function, might explain S1 expansion in enucleated rats.

In accordance with the general prediction by [@bib0055], [@bib0170] elegantly proved that ***fetal eye enucleation***, performed before trigeminal projections reached the thalamic ventrobasal complex, leads to the postnatal expansion of S1 after increasing the frequency of fetal, TTX-sensitive spontaneous thalamic activity waves generated by syncytial neuronal ensembles projecting to the still developing S1. Wave frequency increments drive the availability of the orphan nuclear receptor *Rorβ* that, in turn, instructs STCAs to grow more complex terminal arbors once they have reached S1 layer IV. Since thalamic waves are present from embryonic day 14 to postnatal day (PD) 2 ([@bib0170]), they might partly explain the expansion that takes place in S1 following early ***postnatal enucleation***, since this manipulation commonly is performed throughout the first 6 h after birth \[e.g., ([@bib0055])\]. Thalamic influences, however, might be only one of the elements driving S1 cross-modal changes in BE rodents. Other elements that modulate the timing of critical periods at the cortical level like global soluble signals ([@bib0145]; [@bib0245]; [@bib0290]), cortical oscillations ([@bib0115]; [@bib0135]; [@bib0255]; [@bib0280]), spontaneous activity ongoing along cortico-thalamic feedback loops ([@bib0280]), transient subplate neurons ([@bib0130]; [@bib0250]), cortical circadian gene oscillations ([@bib0025]; [@bib0090]; [@bib0265]) and circadian plasticity ([@bib0100]), to name a few, may be important to mechanistically explain S1 expansion after early ***postnatal enucleation***.

The premature, yet reversible, formation of S1 observed in BE rats ([@bib0055]) constitutes a circumstantial indication of the existence of a developmental clock. In the search for this clock, at least two aspects must be considered. The first one concerns with the clock itself. It is known that intrinsically generated, periodic oscillations of molecular ([@bib0085]; [@bib0195]; [@bib0205]) and/or bioelectric signals ([@bib0035]) at single cell and/or cell population levels constitute the raw material based on which cells build up time-estimation devices. In our case, by the time of S1 specification, thalamic ([@bib0170]), subplate ([@bib0130]; [@bib0250]) and cortical cell ensembles ([@bib0115]; [@bib0135]) display spontaneous, bioelectric oscillatory waves whose interplay might time S1 specification. Oscillatory cell ensembles, however, do not emerge from bareness ([@bib0035]; [@bib0070]). They are formed by a small number of discrete, frequency-modulated oscillatory groups (i.e., oscillons) masked by low-resolution oscillatory waves ([@bib0180]). Such discrete ensembles are themselves formed by "phase-desynchronized neurons oscillating at frequencies far away from the frequency of the macroscopic field potential" ([@bib0190]) that might even compete one another ([@bib0050]). This explains why, in the present work, we decided to search for evidence supporting the existence of a developmental thalamo-cortical clock based upon the attributes of the spontaneous spikes instead of spontaneous waves. Moreover, even though time is thought to be encoded by individual neurons' spike frequency ([@bib0060]; [@bib0270]), previous studies have shown that spontaneous spike amplitude, not spontaneous firing frequency, is under circadian control ([@bib0095]). Since clock genes control cortical critical period timing ([@bib0090]; [@bib0175]), clock gene cortical oscillations are under the control of the suprachiasmatic nucleus ([@bib0210]), and enucleation modifies the manifestation of the circadian rhythm modulated by the suprachiasmatic nucleus ([@bib0110]; [@bib0275]), we hypothesized that enucleation might have switched spontaneous spike amplitude of thalamic and cortical clock neurons in BE rats.

The second aspect to consider in the search of a thalamo-cortical developmental clock is the developmental processes the clock times. In this regard, [@bib0055] suggested that enucleation causes a precocious development of STCAs, thus leading to an extended time window for S1 to grow and expand. We then addressed whether STCAs grow faster and/or segregate earlier in S1 layer IV by using anatomical means.

Based upon these forerunners, we looked for shifts of spike amplitude in sighted (S) and BE rats and evaluated some aspects of STCAs development during S1 formation to gather evidence that could support the existence of a developmental clock. We found that the amplitude of calcium spikes increased in thalamic somatosensory neurons and decreased in S1 neurons of BE rats, as compared to those of S rats, at postnatal day (PD) 1, suggesting that there might be a thalamo-cortical clock timing S1 specification. However, STCAs preserve their segregation timing and growth rate in a similar way in control and BE rats, thus suggesting that cortical processes may govern the earlier specification of S1 in BE rats.

2. Material and methods {#sec0010}
=======================

2.1. Animals {#sec0015}
------------

Experiments were carried out in neonate Wistar rats of both sexes. After birth, the number of pups was reduced to eight per litter; this adjustment pursued to decrease competition during breastfeeding. In our experiments, half of the pups were kept as sighted animals and the other half were subjected to bilateral enucleation as previously described ([@bib0055]). Within 8 h of birth, the rats were anesthetized by hypothermia for 3 min, the skin was incised along the palpebral fissure and the eyeballs were pulled out with the help of small tweezers. The animals were warmed over a heating pad and returned to their mother after they regained consciousness and their body temperature and color was back to normal. Pups were kept with their mother until their sacrifice at PDs 1-3. Dams had free access to food and water; they were maintained in rooms with controlled temperature (21 °C) and light (12 h light/12 h dark). No significant differences in survival and body weight were found between control and enucleated pups \[see also ([@bib0080]; [@bib0215])\].

Animal handling and experimental protocols were designed and performed in accordance with the regulations published by the National Institutes of Health (NIH) Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and approved by the Ethical Committee for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (Permit No. 80) at the Instituto de Investigaciones Biomédicas, Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México. All efforts were made to minimize the number of animals used and their suffering.

2.2. Evaluating spontaneous activity in the somatosensory pathway {#sec0020}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

### 2.2.1. Calcium imaging in thalamo-cortical slices {#sec0025}

Pups were anesthetized by hypothermia and decapitated at 29 h (PD1, n = 8 S and 8 BE), 53 h (PD2, n = 8 S and 8 BE) and 77 h (PD3, n = 8 S and 8 BE) post-*partum*. The brain was quickly removed from the skull, placed in artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF, pH 7.4, composed of (in mM): 124 NaCl, 5 KCl, 26 NaHCO~3~, 10 D-(+)-Glucose, 1.25 NaH~2~PO~4~, 1.3 MgSO~4~ and 2 CaCl~2~, saturated with 95:5 O~2~/CO~2~), embedded in 3 % agar and cut (300 μm thick) with a VT1000S vibratome (Leica Biosystems, Germany), following precisely the protocol described by [@bib0005]. The slices were collected with a brush, transferred to another chamber filled with gassed ACSF for 10 min and incubated in a solution containing 22 μM Fluo 4-AM (Invitrogen; Eugene, OR, USA), 0.4 % Pluronic® F-127 (Sigma, St. Louis,MO, EUA) and 0.1 % dimethyl sulfoxide in ACSF for 30 min at 35 °C. The slices were rinsed with ACSF, transferred to an acrylic chamber treated with 30 % poly-[l]{.smallcaps}-lysine and overlaid with a nylon mesh to prevent movements. The tissue was perfused (1.5−2 ml/min) with gassed ACSF. After a 10 min stabilization period, the frequency and amplitude of somatic calcium spikes from groups of neurons located in the thalamic ventral posteromedial nucleus (VPM) and S1 were recorded during 30 min using a Cool-Snap HQ2 CCD camera (Photometrics, AZ, USA) coupled to a M205FA epifluorescence microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany). Images were captured every 400 ms (100 ms aperture and 300 ms of interframe interval) under ultraviolet light (488 nm excitation / 510 nm emission wavelength) using an APO 2.0X objective. At the end of the recording session, cell viability was tested by imaging somatic calcium rises during 5 min following a single 50 s pulse of depolarizing KCl solution (50 mM KCl, 120 mM NaCl, 10 mM HEPES and 2 mM CaCl~2~, pH 7.4).

### 2.2.2. Analysis of calcium imaging {#sec0030}

Somatic calcium spike frequency and amplitude were analyzed offline using TIFF-formatted, 5000 frame-long time-lapse image sequences. A single slice was analyzed per animal; this slice preserved the integrity of the thalamo-cortical pathway. Movement correction was achieved after using an "Image stabilizer" plugin (Image J; NIH, USA). Somatic calcium spikes were only analyzed in VPM and S1 cortical plate (CP) or layer IV neurons showing calcium rises after KCl depolarization. These neurons were located within a polygon overlaid on each region; VPM and CP/layer IV boundaries are easily differentiated from the surrounding structures based upon cell packing differences. The neurons were manually selected using the "Time series analyzer" plugin and added to the Region of Interest (ROI) manager. Across-time, fluorescence intensity values for each selected soma were then obtained using the "Multi-measure" function and then processed with the Igor Pro software (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, OR, USA). "Analyze calcium" function was used to correct the time-series slope for photo-bleaching and to obtain normalized values of fluorescence intensity based on ΔF/F = (F~max~ -- F~min~)/(F~min~-- F)\*K~d~. Raster plots of somatic calcium were generated using the macros "Traces to image" and the spiking frequency, amplitude, decay time constant (τ~d~) and area under the curve were obtained using the "Multipeak fitting" function (Igor Pro software).

To determine the minimum number of neurons (104 per condition) needed to achieve a confidence level of 95 % and a margin of error (*E*) of 0.002 in the statistical analysis, we ran a pilot study and calculated the standard deviation (*σ*) and *z* value of the amplitude in VPM neurons of the S group at PD1. We used those values to calculate the sample size (*n*) according to the formula *n*=(*zσ*/*E*)^2^. We randomly chose at least 400 neurons showing Ca^2+^ transients to analyze for each brain area, condition and age ([Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). For each parameter measured, the average value for all the neurons from one pup was obtained first and then values obtained from each pup were averaged.Table 1Number of brain slices and cells analyzed.Table 1VPMPD1PD2PD3SBESBESBESlices888888KCl-responsive cells (ROIs)146512582252194429662112Cells with spontaneous transients73566993874115141013Cells used for statistical analysis445466435406516520S1PD1PD2PD3SBESBESBESlices885788KCl-responsive cells (ROIs)469939383311409150594494Cells with spontaneous transients331022361895180227982768Cells used for statistical analysis654684378452606594

2.3. Estimating STCAs developmental rate {#sec0035}
----------------------------------------

### 2.3.1. Acetylcholinesterase (AChE) histochemistry {#sec0040}

Twenty-four hours old pups (n = 8 S and 10 BE) were given a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital before being transcardially perfused with saline solution (0.9 %) followed by buffered paraformaldehyde (4 %). The brain was dissected and divided along the midline. The cortex of one hemisphere was peeled off and flattened between two glass slides separated by 2 mm spacers. The other hemisphere was left intact. Tissue samples were post-fixed for 16 h, cryoprotected in 15 % and 30 % sucrose solutions at 4 °C and sectioned at 40 μm using a cryostat (SLEE medical, Mainz, Germany). The flattened cortices were sectioned in a plane tangential to the pial surface. Intact hemispheres were cut through the coronal plane. Sections were mounted on gelatin-coated slides and incubated, protected from light, in jars filled with a solution containing 50 mM sodium acetate, 4 mM copper sulfate, 16 mM glycine, 4 mM acetylthiocholine iodide and 86 μM ethopropazine. After 18 h, this solution was replaced by one made of 0.1 % ammonium sulfide for 2−3 min. Two gently washes with distilled water then followed. The slides were air-dried and coverslipped with Cytoseal 60. The sections were imaged using a Leica EZ4E Microscope and analyzed with the ImageJ software. STCAs growth was estimated in coronal slices by measuring the distance from the *corpus callosum* to the front growth (the most superficial part of STCAs arborization). To obtain this measure, a rectangle enclosing the stained STCAs was traced from the base of the cortex to slightly above the surface and the STCAs bundles were automatically detected. The image was then converted to a binary one using the "Threshold" function. The area between the base of cortex and the STCAs front growth calculated by the software was then divided by the width of the rectangle to obtain the distance traveled by STCAs through the cortex ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}D). To estimate the degree of STCAs segregation into barrels, the cytoarchitectonic units of S1, tangential slices were used. A rectangle was traced over barrel rows C and D ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}N-O) and the grey values along each row were obtained using the "Plot Profile" function. The segregation index was calculated as the ratio between the septum and barrel grey values.

### 2.3.2. DiI tracing {#sec0045}

S and BE pups were given a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital before being transcardially perfused with saline solution (0.9 %) followed by buffered paraformaldehyde (10 %) at PD1 (22−28 hours after birth, n = 14 S and 14 BE), PD2 (47−51 hours, n = 14 S and 15 BE) and PD3 (72−74 hours, n = 15 S and 15 BE). The brains were removed and post-fixed for 48−72 hours. After fixation, a coronal cut was made at the level of the posterior thalamus and the exposed surface was painted with cresyl violet (0.1 % w/v) to reveal the brain's anatomy. Two to four small crystals (100−200 μm of diameter) of 1,1′-Dioctadecyl-3,3,3′,3′-Tetramethylindocarbocyanine Perchlorate (DiI, Life Technologies, CA, USA) were placed bilaterally into the VPM using a glass capillary under a EZ4E stereo microscope (Leica Microsystems, Germany). The site where DiI crystals were placed was covered with an agar patch (3 % dissolved in phosphate buffer, pH 7.4, 0.1 M). The brains were then transferred to light protected, HDPE vials filled with buffered formaldehyde and stored during 3--8 weeks at room temperature. At the end of the incubation period, the brains were embedded in buffered agar (2 % in phosphate buffer). Once solidified, the block was glued to the sample stage of a vibratome (Leica VT 1000S) and cut to obtain brain coronal sections (150 μm thick). The sections were collected in 24-well culture dishes filled with phosphate buffer, counter-stained with DAPI or Sytox Green (Life Technologies, CA, USA), washed several times, mounted in gelatin-coated slides and cover slipped with DAKO fluorescence mounting medium (Agilent, CA, USA). Two to four sections per animal containing the S1 were imaged under ultraviolet light (594 nm emission wavelength) at 10x using a DSU B51 fluorescence microscope (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). The optimal value of signal to noise (S: R) ratio for each age was determined by, first, adjusting manually the value of the noise tolerance for each section per animal group, and then, by averaging these values per age group. Once the optimal S: R ratio per age was established, all sections of S and BE rats at corresponding ages were imaged keeping each age-specific S: R ratio constant during image acquisition sessions. We then estimated STCAs arborization based on the density of DiI-positive terminal buttons obtained across cortical layers. Boundaries between cortical layers were traced based on differences of cell somata density. Terminal buttons were identified by the "Find maxima" function (Image J) with a different set noise tolerance for each age (20 for PD1, 15 for PD2 and 10 for PD3). To estimate terminal button density per cortical layer, particle number, each corresponding to a single terminal, was divided by the sampled area for each layer. The proportion of terminal buttons in each layer was also calculated to have an estimate of STCAs maturation.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#sec0050}
-------------------------

Data analyses were carried out by using GraphPad Prism 8 (GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Data are given as means [+]{.ul} standard error of the mean (SEM). The statistical comparisons between S and BE groups and across ages were conducted by using a two-way ANOVA. When variables were compared between S and BE groups at one age only, an unpaired two-tailed Student's *t*-test, or a Mann-Whitney's *U*-Test when data failed to pass the Shapiro Wilk's normality test, was used. *P* values \<0.05 were considered statistically significant and were represented as follows: \**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01, \*\*\**p* \< 0.001 and \*\*\*\**p* \< 0.0001.

3. Results {#sec0055}
==========

3.1. Calcium spike amplitude, but not frequency, shifted in VPM and S1 neurons of BE rats at PD1 {#sec0060}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The reversible, premature formation of S1 in BE rats ([@bib0055]) suggests the existence of a clock that times the formation of barrels, the cytoarchitectonic units of S1, under average developmental conditions and/or during the reorganization response that follows early postnatal eye loss. Because previous work showed that individual neuron spike amplitude, not frequency, is under circadian control \[an incontrovertible time keeping process; ([@bib0095])\], as are cortical oscillations ([@bib0210]) and cortical plasticity ([@bib0025]; [@bib0090]; [@bib0100]), we looked for changes in the spike amplitude of VPM and S1 neurons ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"} A and [2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"} A) as supportive evidence of the existence of the clock´s substrate. In the VPM, the percentage of spontaneously spiking neurons was similar between S and BE rats from PD1 to PD3 ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}B). Qualitative observations suggested that spike amplitude in VPM neurons increased at PD1 only after neonatal enucleation ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}C and E). Accordingly, quantitative analyses of calcium traces of individual neurons ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}D and F), confirmed that enucleation increased by 47 % the amplitude of calcium spikes at PD1 ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}G; 0.0417 [+]{.ul} 0.0037 ΔF/F in S rats vs. 0.0613 [+]{.ul} 0.0033 ΔF/F in BE rats). This increase was transient since amplitude values fell back into normal values by PD2 and stayed there at PD3 ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}G). By contrast, the spike frequency ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}H), τ~d~ (Fig. S1A) and area under the curve (Fig. S1B) were similar between S and BE rats.Fig. 1Somatic calcium spike activity in VPM neurons before barrel formation. A) Digital photograph of a representative thalamocortical slice obtained from a brain of a PD1, S rat pup. The discontinuous outline indicates the location of VPM in the thalamus from where somatic calcium spike activity was recorded. B) Mean percentage of cells with spontaneous Ca^2+^ activity. C) and E) Raster plots of the amplitude recorded in the VPM neural population of S (C) and BE pups (E) during 30 min at PD1. D) and F) Representative examples of the Ca^2+^ activity in individual S (D) and BE (F) neurons at PD1. G) Mean amplitude of Ca^2+^ spikes. \*\*\**p* \<  0.001, two-way ANOVA, S (n=8) vs BE (n=8) at PD1. \**p* \< 0.05, two-way ANOVA, PD1 (n=8) vs PD2 (n=8) in BE rats. H) Mean frequency of Ca^2+^ spikes.Fig. 1Fig. 2Somatic calcium spike activity in S1 neurons before barrel formation. A) Digital photograph of a representative thalamo-cortical slice obtained from a brain of a PD1, S rat pup. The discontinuous outline indicates the location of the cortical plate from where somatic calcium spike activity was recorded. B) Mean percentage of cells with spontaneous Ca^2+^ activity. C) and E) Raster plots of the amplitude recorded in the S1 neural population of S (C) and BE pups (E) during 30 min at PD1. D) and F) Representative examples of the Ca^2+^ activity in individual S (D) and BE (F) neurons at PD1. G) Mean amplitude of Ca^2+^ spikes. \*\**p* \<  0.01, two-way ANOVA, S (n=8) vs BE (n=8) at PD1 (red asterisks). \*\**p* \<  0.01, two-way ANOVA, PD1 (n=8) vs PD3 (n=8) in BE rats (grey asterisks). H) Mean frequency of Ca^2+^ spikes. \*\**p* \<  0.01, two-way ANOVA, PD1 (n=8) vs PD3 (n=8) in BE rats.Fig. 2Fig. 3STCAs developmental timetable before barrel formation. A) and B) Digital photographs of representative S1 coronal sections processed with AChE histochemistry from S (A) and BE (B) 24 -h-old pups. The dashed lines indicate the distance that the STCAs have traveled from the base of the cortex; the line ends at the STCAs growth front. C) Scatter plot showing the radial distance travelled by STCAs 24 h after birth in their way to the cortical surface. Lines represent the mean [+]{.ul} SEM (n = 3 for S and BE groups). D--G) Digital photographs of AChE-stained, tangential sections cut through the S1 of S (D--E) and BE (F--G) 24 -h-old pups with partial (D and F) or full STCAs segregation (E and G). Arrows in F pinpoint the barrel rows analyzed to obtain the segregation index. H) Inter-row and inter-barrel segregation index between and along D and E barrel rows of 24 -h-old S and BE pups. Graph shows the mean [+]{.ul} SEM (n = 8 for control group and 10 for BE). I) Digital photograph of a representative S1 coronal section stained with SYTOX green. Dashed lines define the boundaries between cortical layers. J) Photomicrograph showing DiI-traced STCAs. Arrows indicate terminal buttons. K) Density of terminal buttons per cortical layer from PD1 to PD3. The black lines indicate the mean value. L) Percentage of terminal buttons per cortical layer from PD1 to PD3. \**p* \< 0.05, \*\**p* \< 0.01, \*\*\**p* \< 0.001, \*\*\*\**p* \< 0.0001, two-way ANOVA. n = 14 for PD1 S and BE groups. n = 14 for PD2 S and 15 for BE group. n = 16 for PD3 S and BE groups.Fig. 3

In the S1 the percentage of spontaneously spiking neurons tended to be lower in BE rats at PD1, and was very similar between both experimental groups at PD2 and PD3 ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}B). Contrary to the findings in the VPM, qualitative observations in S1 neurons revealed that spike amplitude decreased only at PD1 after neonatal enucleation ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}C and F). Accordingly, quantitative analyses of calcium traces of individual neurons ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}D and F), confirmed that enucleation decreased by 40 % the spike amplitude ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}G; 0.0516 [+]{.ul} 0.0038 ΔF/F in S rats vs. 0.0309 [+]{.ul} 0.0037 ΔF/F in BE rats), and by 75 % the average area under the calcium spike curves (Fig. S2A; 7.10 [+]{.ul} 1.41 in S rats vs. 1.77 [+]{.ul} 0.22 in BE rats) at PD1. These changes were temporary, with both parameters upraising to reach normal values by PD2-PD3. Spike frequency decreased between PD1 and PD3 in BE pups ([Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}H, 21.95 [+]{.ul} 3.05 h^-1^ at PD1 vs 9.20 [+]{.ul} 0.86 h^-1^ at PD3 in BE group) but, once again, the values were comparable between S and BE rats at all the ages analyzed.

3.2. Enucleation does not affect STCAs growth rate or segregation timing {#sec0065}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

[@bib0055] suggested that the premature formation of S1 observed in BE rats resulted from the precocious development of STCAs shortly after enucleation, leading to an extended time window for S1 to grow and expand. We assessed this presumption by exploring different aspects of STCAs development in the period preceding the formation of the barrels, which takes place along PD3 when STCAs establish synaptic connections with layer IV neurons. First, as an indicative of STCAs growth rate, we measured the advance of the STCAs growth front through the cortex 24 h after birth in AChE-labeled coronal sections ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A-B). The distance traveled by the STCAs from the base of the cortex was similar between S and BE pups ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}C), suggesting that STCAs grow (i.e., elongate) at a similar rate in both experimental groups.

Next we estimated if there were modifications in the timing of STCAs segregation, another aspect of STCAs development. Twenty-four hours after birth the barrel rows were visible in all the brains analyzed, but individual barrels had segregated in just some of them ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}D--G). We estimated a segregation index by measuring the intensity profile of AChE-stained STCAs along the barrel rows C and D ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}F) and obtaining the ratio between the barrel and septum grey values. As the segregation of barrel rows precedes that of individual barrels, the segregation index between rows was higher than between barrels at the age analyzed (*p* = 0.006, data not shown), supporting that our method can distinguish between different levels of segregation. The segregation index between barrels was similar between S and BE pups, suggesting that STCAs segregation timing is not affected by enucleation at birth. Lastly, as another measure of STCAs development, we measured the density and proportion of terminal buttons per cortical layer from PD1 to PD3 to infer their degree of arborization and maturation ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}I--J). We found an increase in the density of STCAs button density in layer V at PD3 with respect to the previous age in S pups ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}K, 74.77 [+]{.ul} 5.46 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD2 vs 92.45 [+]{.ul} 3.59 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD3). In BE pups this increase in layer V button density occurred one day before, at PD2 (64.02 [+]{.ul} 3.29 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD1 vs 86.76 [+]{.ul} 5.23 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD2), and was mirrored by a similar increase in density in layers II-III and IV (layer II-III: 8.85 [+]{.ul} 1.10 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD1 vs 20.85 [+]{.ul} 2.80 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD2; layer IV: 21.26 [+]{.ul} 1.49 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD1 vs 38.54 [+]{.ul} 4.46 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD2). However, no significant changes in the density of terminal buttons per layer were detected between experimental groups. On the other hand, between PD2 and PD3 the percentage of terminal buttons increased in layer V ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}L, S: 66.13 [+]{.ul} 2.35 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD2 vs 71.04 [+]{.ul} 1.48 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD3; BE: 66.94 [+]{.ul} 1.67 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD2 vs 73.22 [+]{.ul} 1.37 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD3) and decreased in layer II-III ([Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}L, S: 9.92 [+]{.ul} 1.77 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD2 vs 3.22 [+]{.ul} 0.30 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD3; BE: 7.69 [+]{.ul} 0.61 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD2 vs 3.06 [+]{.ul} 0.48 buttons/10,000 μ^2^ at PD3) in both experimental groups, possibly reflecting the retraction of STCAs from layer II-III that occurs with development (Rebsam et al., 2002). As was the case for the density of buttons, we did not detect differences in the percentage of buttons per layer between experimental groups.

In summary, we did not find alterations in any of the parameters evaluated that indicated an increase in STCAs growth in layer IV before barrel formation.

4. Discussion {#sec0070}
=============

Bilateral eye enucleation at birth leads to the expansion of S1. Even though the cellular mechanisms governing this manifestation of cortical reorganization are for the most part unclear, [@bib0055] showed that shifts in developmental timing underlie S1 expansion in BE rats, thus suggesting that a developmental clock times not only S1 specification but also its plasticity. Up to date, no evidence has been offered on the presence of a developmental clock capable of modulating areal specification and/or plasticity in the cerebral cortex. However, the study of oscillatory phenomena may provide cues on the existence of such time-estimation devices. Accordingly, it has been shown that knocking out clock genes, a manipulation that interferes with the molecular circadian oscillation, increases the length of the period along of which ocular column plasticity may be produced in the mouse cerebral cortex ([@bib0090]). Oscillatory phenomena, nevertheless, manifest not only at the molecular and population levels. In the nervous system, they are even displayed at a single cell level, as spontaneous fluctuations of the cell membrane's bioelectrical properties. In this regard, [@bib0095] showed that response amplitude, not spike frequency, is a parameter subjected to circadian temporal regulation. So in this work, since enucleation alters circadian rhythmicity, we evaluated shifts in spontaneous peak amplitude of neurons located in the VPM and S1 in BE mice, as a mean to begin gathering evidence on the existence of a developmental clock during S1 formation and plasticity. Our results showed that VPM and S1 neurons respectively increased by 47 % or decreased by 40 % the amplitude, not the frequency, of spontaneous calcium spikes only at PD1, as compared with the S littermates, thus circumstantially supporting the notion that a thalamo-cortical developmental clock may set forward the formation of S1 in BE rats. Isolated, however, our results must not be considered as conclusive. Slice recordings following time reversal experiments (e.g., [@bib0055]) or intrusive biophysical manipulations conducted *in vivo* aimed at shifting VPM and/or S1 individual neurons amplitude must surely help at evaluating the merits of the possibility brought by our experiments. Also, it would be important to evaluate oscillations at a more global scale, since interfering with thalamic waves prenatally prevents S1 expansion postnatally in prenatally enucleated mice ([@bib0170]) and robust bioelectrical oscillations with instructive/organizational properties are underway at the cortical level during the first week of life ([@bib0115]; [@bib0135]; [@bib0255]; [@bib0280]). In this regard, it is interesting that the spike amplitude increased whereas spike frequency decreased from PD1 to PD3 in S1, but not in VPM neurons, of BE rats. Although we ignore the meaning of this finding, decreased frequency and increased amplitude may facilitate cortical cells to be recruited into oscillatory neuronal ensembles ([@bib0035]). As the composition of neuronal ion channels and neurotransmitter receptors dynamically shift during development ([@bib0040]; [@bib0240]), the opposite effect of enucleation in the VPM and S1 neuronal amplitude may reflect differences in the maturation between VPM and S1 neurons, since thalamic neurons are born three days before cortical cells ([@bib0010]; [@bib0075]). It may also reflect differences between the intrinsic electrophysiological properties of VPM and S1 neurons \[reviewed in ([@bib0120])\] and/or a process of homeostatic plasticity ([@bib0065]; [@bib0200]) in which cortical spike amplitude decreases as a consequence of VPM increased spike amplitude.

Thalamic afferents play a major role during S1 specification ([@bib0015]; [@bib0150]; [@bib0235]). Thus, [@bib0055] suggested that the precocious development of STCAs would lead to the premature formation of the barrels in BE rats. We then evaluated the merits of this suggestion by monitoring STCAs ingrowth into S1, their segregation timing into barrels and their density and distribution of terminal buttons across the cortical layers. Contrary to the prediction, we found no differences in the STCAs growth, segregation timing or terminal button density between S- and BE-rat pups in the period preceding the barrels formation. These results then support that S1 expansion likely results from the combined effects of the pre-displacement of S1 specification ([@bib0055]) and the increment of STCAs arborization once barrels have formed ([@bib0055]; [@bib0170]). Both processes seem regulated by epigenetic factors translated into morphological changes by shifting patterns of spontaneous neuronal activity ([@bib0170]) possibly followed by modification of histone acetylation levels ([@bib0055]). Experiments aimed at demonstrating causal relationships between shifts of spontaneous calcium spikes amplitude and/or frequency with modifications histone acetylation levels surely would help in establishing the strength of this prediction. In the meantime, previous studies in the hippocampal formation support that such a relationship might exist ([@bib0045]; [@bib0230]).

Lastly, up to this date, S1 cross-modal expansion, at least in rodents, has been conceptually conceived as being a homogenous response process across S1 to pre- or early postnatal eye enucleation. This impression, however, is likely inappropriate since S1 specification proceeds following a rostral to caudal / lateral to medial gradient and different representations appear at different times ([@bib0155], [@bib0160]; [@bib0225]), an ideal substrate to generate within- and inter-individual variations. The idiosyncratic response to postnatal enucleation is confirmed by observations showing that not all the barrels in the rodent S1 expand, and among the ones that do so, the magnitude of the expansion greatly differs within and across body representations ([@bib0030]; [@bib0215]; [@bib0285]). This circumstance is important because any intention to generalize a mechanism to explain S1 specification and plasticity may be doomed to fail because different barrels located in distinct body representations might follow distinctive rules.
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